
Personalized Customer Experience (CX) for 

Relevant Digital Interactive Solutions 

Evolution of CRM 

Mass marketing has almost died and replaced by personalized marketing approach which is 

thriving in the digital era. 

Statistics reveals that the idea of 360-degree view of customer engagement was first imagined 

by a large retail enterprise and now the customer engagement has changed dramatically and 

more than 7,000 customer characteristics are being used to deliver highly personalized 

customer experience (CX). 

Customers invest their money, time and attention and in return they don’t just expect to get 

products or services, but the more important thing they expect from the seller is their 

experience across the whole engagement or buying journey. This is what we term as ‘return on 

engagement’. 

But how can we offer the suitable customer experience when we don’t know enough about 

what customers want? 

One of our client gathered data which was siloed and there was disconnect between the 

physical and the digital operations of the business. These two were not integrated, making it 

difficult to interpret the customer’s widely varying needs. This was also a global business with 

varying approaches for different markets – leading to next inefficiency and silos. Now it was 

time to really understand the customer by consolidating and standardizing their data. 

Building a Relationship 

Logically we can divide the process of building a stronger customer experience into 5 stages: 

1. Acquire the customer: Give them an identity to turn from an anonymous form into a 

real customer. 

2. Engage the customers: Create value to engage them – what they want and why they 

started to invest time and attention. 

3. Enrich our knowledge about customer: This process actually enriches us with ample of 

knowledge about them. 

4.  Understand them: Harness insights with the acquired knowledge and then 

demonstrate these insights for their digital interactive solutions. 



5. Let them amplify your brand message: Our end aim is not just to sell them but to 

improve their experiences to the extent where they start advocating your brand and 

amplify messages to others. 

Technically this process is based on 3 layers: 

1. The record layer: Record to extract insights. 

2. Engage Layer: Use various digital tools, CRM, ecommerce and recommendation engines 

for increased engagement. 

3. Experience Layer: Improved engagement finally turns into enhanced customer 

experience. 

The customer Genome: 

The CRM activities reveal a lot of piecemeal data. Understanding customer DNA helps us to add 

more perspectives to our view for customers. DNA includes the characteristics which separate 

them from others and help us to know them better. 


